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amr DP-777: hD / sD Playback, aT The cuTTing-eDge

high-Definition (hD) digital audio is redefining the 

quality of recorded audio for the 21st century. continuing 

the same assiduous design and execution of the multi-

award winning cD-77, the DP-777 Digital Processor is a 

technical magnum opus focused on delivering the most 

enchanting and pulsating performance from the existent 

libraries of classic standard-Definition (sD) and the new 

high-Definition (hD) audio formats.

amr‘s hD gemini Digital engine features not one, but two 

Dacs; a standard-Definition 16-bit and a high-Definition 

32-bit Dac. Fed by an optimsed computer audio source, 

the DP-777‘s global master Timing®/intelligent memory 

system® and asynchronous 24/192 usb means game-

changing, ‘bit-Perfect‘ and jitterless playback. 

all this would count for little if the analogue section was 

no less extreme in execution. inside, there are 3 nOs 

valves, 3 audio-grade transformers, silver mica capcatiors. 

it even features a silver-relay analogue volume control 

(aVc) and 2 separate analogue inputs.

as alan sircom, editor of hiFi+ put it, “This is the kind 

of Dac for people who want a beautiful midrange, with 

the kind of rich, creamy bass and unforced treble and 

huge soundstage that makes people keep coming back 

to their record players.“

For lovers of music the DP-777 is the holy grail; musical 

perfection for the heart, with standard-Definition and 

high-Definition music.



The cD-777 produces emotionally stirring music 

reminiscent of timeless, analogue replay. exclusively 

using the Philips uDa1305aT multibit chipset, a bespoke 

transport and premium valves, backed with cherry-

picked components, the cD-777’s atypical approach 

surpasses digital source machines costing several times 

more.

With the same exclusive amr Optisample® technology 

as the cD-77; Digital master i and Digital master ii, the 

cD-777 (and DP-777) represent a handful of digital 

components able to truly play “bit-Perfect“ audio. 

The cD-777 is the first type of what amr refers to as a 

“music hub”. The cD-777 is first and foremost, a high-

end cD processor. second, able to receive a digital signal 

from a Pc or transport either through usb or s/P-DiF 

without the usual increase in jitter, it is an accomplished 

Dac. Third, able to transmit an s/P-DiF signal through 

to an external Dac or computer, it functions as an 

exceptionally well-designed transport source.

hiFi critic‘s editor martin colloms remarked, “On sound 

quality grounds alone it deserves a firm recommendation, 

particularly for its combination of neutral “analogue“ 

tonality and upbeat musical expression.“

able to play compact disks and computer audio to the 

highest level, without compromise and future-proofed 

for many years to come, the cD-777 can only be an amr.

amr cD-777: FuTure-PrOOFeD music hub



amr am-777: The amPliFier, eVOlVeD

The am-777 Premier class Pre-main amplifier breaks 

with tradition and possesses eye-catching features not 

seen in other amplifiers at any price. at the heart, based 

upon amr’s Optigain® circuitry, it has the same, unique 

sonic Dna as its larger sibling: the am-77 reference class 

Pre-main amplifier.

The am-777 is a serious amplifier devoted to reproducing 

music that is emotionally stirring; it has that special 

quality often referred to as the “magic of seTs“ (single-

ended Triodes). The technology behind this unqiue 

quality is the Optigain® circuit which is rated at 60W 

unusually, into 8 ohms and 4 ohms because it runs like a 

valve amplifier. generic hybrid-powered amplifiers see a 

doubling of power as impedance halves.

as haute Fidelite enthused, “The openess and speed 

of touch of the keyboard by this canadian pianist are 

fully transcribed over the entire pianissimo to fortissimo 

range.“

able to operate in monoblock/bi-amp/stereo modes, 

the am-777 is truly multi-talented. its Optiusb® is an 

onboard, advanced, sonically-superior usb digital-to-

analogue converter optimised by amr for high-quality 

computer audio playback.

The am-777 in amr’s imitable way will charm those who 

wish for a truly unique one-box solution with a level 

of execution that leaves behind sonically-challenged 

yesteryear amplifiers and volume control cD players.



amr Pc-777 / ic-777: leT The music FlOW

at amr the overriding objective is the design and manufacture 

of cables that neither add nor detract to only allow the fullness 

of the music to shine through. 

The Pc-777 Premier class mains cable lets only the mains power 

through and adheres to the world‘s most stringent Verband 

der elektrotechnik, elektronik und informationstechnik (VDe) 

electrical safety standard from germany.

in the the pursuit of the highest-quality mains, the single 

greatest issue is rFi/emi. The answer is Optiscreen® 

technology, a proprietary differential mode, inductance 

cancelling, braided weave. With OFhc at the core, the Pc-

777 rejects common-mode high-frequency with nil current 

-limiting effects.

The ic-777 Premier class interconnection cable is an ultra 

-wide bandwidth design (<-0.5db at 1ghz/1m cable length) 

manufactured to usa military specifications. its dual-layer 

shield blocks rFi maximally.

silver-plated high-purity oxygen-free copper is used for 

both shields and signal. This approach is more extreme and 

costly as most focus only on the signal with less attention to 

shielding. not the ic-777, it has an ultra-low shield resistance 

(<12milliOhm/m) for reduced ground noise. last but not 

least, the ic-777 is terminated with high-quality neutrik 

(liechtenstein) rca Plugs.

both the Pc-777 and ic-777 allow the music to flow 

unhindered, the mark of an amr.



amr gOlD Fuse: aTTenTiOn TO DeTail

The amr gold Fuse signifies amr‘s unwavering attention 

to improve sonics along each and every stage of the 

audio system. even down to manufacturing a reference-

grade fuse.

The electrical mains power supply is the “fuel” that feeds 

every audio or visual system. The typical industrial -grade 

fuse‘s steel wire can only be a hinderance; the combined 

fuses in a system is akin to a steel interconnect dragging 

the system performance down. 

The amr gold Fuse is a reference replacement fuse 

for all electronic products. audio and visual products 

from amplifiers to lcD televisions will attain a higher 

level of performance as the power supply chain is no 

longer “degraded” by running the electricity through a 

compromised, mass-produced fuse.

The main features of the amr gold Fuse are:

1. ceramic, silica quartz-filled, anti-resonant body.

2. high-grade silver alloy fuse wire.

3. special, non-magnetic gold-plated copper end-caps.

4. multi-pack, unrivalled performance and value.

The amr gold Fuse was developed after lengthy testing 

and auditioning and is a true reference-class mains fuse.

amre ibrahim from germany‘s hiFi statement declared, 

“cherry on the cake? no man, dropped in the right 

system i would give amr fuses component status.“



Technical DaTa

amr am-777

inputs

Power 

Output

1 x usb, 4 x rca, 1 x Xlr

stereo: 60 W / per channel

at 4 or 8 Ohm (ihF/FTc) 

mono: 70 W at 8 Ohm (ihF)

Operational 

modes

Pre-main/Power > 

bi-amp/monoblock

Valve nOs 6h1n-eV

usb Dac

Finish

internal

silver or black

Dimensions 45(w) x 12(h) x 37(d) cm

Weight 18 kg

amr cD-777

Dac Philips uDa1305aT

Digital inputs 1 x usb, 1 x s/P-DiF

analogue Outputs rca, Xlr

Digital Output s/P-DiF

Freq. response 20 hz – 20 khz

consumption standby: <1W; 

Power on:  25W

Valves nOs 6h1n-eV  

Finish silver or black

Dimensions 45(w) x 12(h) x 37(d) cm

Weight 16 kg

amr DP-777

Dacs/Filters 32-bit hD: Organic / apodising 

808 / mP listen / Traditional

16-bit classic: bit-Perfect i / ii 

Digital inputs 5 x 24/192; usb/Xlr/sPDiF

analogue 

inputs

2 x rca (can be bypassed)

Vol. control Dc, analogue, 71-steps

consumption standby: <1W; Power on: 25W

Valves 2 x nOs 6h1n eV, 1 x 6h11P

Finish silver or black

Dimensions 45(w) x 12(h) x 37(d) cm

Weight 16 kg

For more information: www.amr-audio.co.uk 

information and specifications are subject to change without notice.



abbingDOn music research
Our eThOs

abbingdon music research
22 notting hill gate, london, W11 3Je, united kingdom

www.amr-audio.co.uk  telephone +44 (0) 870 420 5505 fax +44 (0) 700 596 1065

amr is devoted to creating audio components that move the listener: stirring the heart and 
touching the soul. Driven by a passionate love of all music, it believes that uncompromising 
valve technology, classic and latest designs, are the core ingredients to attaining the very 
highest quality of musical enjoyment.

The reference class 77 is comprised of amplification, cD Processor, Professional monitor and 
Phono equaliser components along with accessories.

The Premier class 777 is comprised of Digital Processor, cD Processor, amplification and 
accessories. and will be joined in the future, by more components.

For true musical satisfaction, the heart says there is only one choice.

amr – analOgue, musicaliTy, realism


